2016 ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGE
MURDER MYSTERIES
An interactive who dunnit’ which incorporates 5-6 performers into a fantastic and funny 90 minute
performance. Actors move table to table dropping clues in addition to larger set piece scenes.
Guests are called upon to get involved if they wish and to guess who the murderer is. Multiple scripts
are available.
$27 per person
Minimum 50 guests

90 Minute Show
5-6 Performers

MAGIC AND ILLUSION
Not From Around Here
Available Jan – Oct Only
What happens when an English Magician, Japanese sleight of hand expert and Newfoundland Comic get
together? An evening of hilarious and engaging magic, comedy and illusion!
Prior to dinner guests are entertained by strolling and table side magic. After dinner has been enjoyed
everyone moves to the recently renovated Burnswest Theatre for a 60 minute show of modern magic
and comedy. One thing is certain these folks are definitely NOT From Around Here
$27 per person
Min 50 guests

20 minutes strolling magic
60 minute show
2-3 Performers

Cabinet of Curiosities
A clever and witty one man magic show. Malcolm Russell delights with a classic English accent, smart
suit and a cabinet of fantastic tricks.
$25 per person
20 Minutes strolling magic
Min 25 guests
30 minute show
1 Performer
Strolling Magic
Looking to add something engaging and intelligent to your evening? Malcolm Russell and Atsushi Ono
are two of Canada’s foremost magic performers. One or both will keep people guessing which close
up magic, sleight of hand and mind bending activities.
$500 per Magician
60 Minutes

INTERACTIVE COMEDY

SINGLE PERFORMER

These single performer sketch comedy pieces are hilarious, engaging and will completely draw your
group into the show. The performance begins with what seems like a legitimate company sponsored
team building event. However as the presentation progresses things begin to unravel into hilarity and
it quickly becomes clear this NOT your standard company speaker.
Motivational Speaker Chaz Thrillwell
Get ready to be SUPER motivated by the world's only SUPER-Motivational Speaker; Chaz Thrillwell.
Former Apple employee, come learn from a master on how to get on the fast track to success.
Customizable script and volunteers brought on stage.
$15 per person
15 minute Pre or Post Interaction
Min 25 guests
40 Minute Show

Innovation for Success with Hans Jager
VW Germany Innovation Team head, Hans Jager, will take you through what has made VW so successful
over the past 75 years and how their discipline and philosophy can be applied to any business looking to
succeed. 30 minute multimedia stage show, power point presentation.
$15 per person
15 minute Pre or Post Interaction
Min 25 guests
30 Minute Show

The Sphinx - Personal Life Coach

Mingling Character
Table to Table Interaction or as MC/Host
Renowned life coach, known simply as The Sphinx, can be at your VIP's beck and call. Knowing all about
your guests and highlights of the embarrassing events from their past you want to use against them
tonight, the Sphinx acts as your personal roaster for hire, interacting with your guests and giving them
an event to remember.
$15 per person
Min 25 guests

60 minutes of MC duties or Mingling

